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Kullu Manali is one of the most exotic destination popular among all classes of tourists and
travelers, may them be romantic honeymooner or adventure seeking trekkers everyone has
something or other stored at Kullu. There are numerous ancient temple also located in the
picturesque valley of Kullu. It can be but compared with the valley of Kashmir in its beauty and
climate.

Kullu Manali has variety of interests to meet the demands and requirements of various tourists. Few
major interesting activities include skiing and paragliding. The high meadows and green forest make
it a heaven for the nature lovers. The lofty mountains covered with snow just act as a perfect
topping on cake. The place is so peaceful and calming that one does not feel like returning back.
Kullu also act as the favorite refreshment point for trekkers to Lahaul, Zanskar and Spiti ranges.

Though the term Kullu Manali comes together they are in fact two different beautiful places situated
at a distance of 40km from each other. Kullu is located on the banks of river Beas thus making it
much more beautiful. Manali is located near the end of the valley and one can visit Manali while
travelling towards Leh via the national highway.

With so much tourist attraction it is but logical that Kullu and Manali have quite a number of resorts
and hotels for accommodation for the travelers and tourists. The hotels can be divided into Luxury
hotels and budget hotels. Luxury hotels provide the travelers with all the modern day facilities which
one can dream of, starting from color television to exclusive bathroom fittings everything is available
at very nominal prices in Kullu Manali. If one is on tight budget then one can always choose the
budget hotels which though not too luxurious provide warm accommodation at very cheap prices.

One can also take the help of online travel websites or contact local travel agents to book hotels at
very competitive prices. These agents have special contacts which hotel authorities and can provide
extended discounts. These online websites are also an easy way for travelers in the context that
one need not search door to door for finding accommodation. One only has to confirm the
reservation and the time of arrival the hotel staff will come to pick you up at the nearest possible
location and guide to the sweet comfort of the hotel rooms.

The services offered by Hotels in Kullu are top notch and many international tourists also visit these
hotels during their stay in India. The fact that Kullu Manali is a favored destination throughout the
year does not have a very deep impact on the pricing structure.

Some of the services offered by Kullu Hotels include laundry service, car rental service, room
service, excellent dining restaurants, coffee makers and internet connection for suites.
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